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About the Host & Filmmaker. 
An entrepreneur among other things, Joel Primus is the co-founder and
creative visionary behind Naked Revival, Kosan Travel and Naked
Underwear.  Currently, Joel hosts of The Ramble Podcast,  where he
has unbound and uncensored conversations about people, places,
pursuits and performances. He is the Director and producer of multiple
documentaries and docus series including the award winning Raising
Global Citizens, Finding Nowhere, Colombia and Revive as well as the
Author of Getting Naked - The Bare Necessities of Entrepreneurship
and Startups and Good Boy Bad Boy. He shares his thoughts and
adventures on the joelprimus.com blog.
 
Once an elite long distance runner, he now enjoys daily training,
meditation, and time with his family on their farm outside Vancouver. 
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Documentary &
Shows

Pre-Production

Join the Primus's, a modern family on a quest
to discover the true roots of Christmas, from its

ancient origins to its current status as a
commercialized holiday. Follow them as they
embark on a journey to uncover the historical
and cultural significance of Christmas around
the world, while also examining the marketing

and consumerism that has transformed it
into a global phenomenon. Will they uncover
the true meaning behind this beloved holiday
or will the glittering lights and shopping frenzy

distract them from their quest?

 Documentary Film or 2-4 Part Docu Series

Filmmaker Joel Primus sets out to meet with
farmers in India, Canada, the USA and Holland

to understand what  “No farmers No Food”
really means. Follow Joel as he learns about

the historical and cultural importance of
farming, how commercial farming has
transformed the industry and how the

regenerative agriculture  and eating-local
movements intersect with climate initiatives

and the objective of feeding the world. 

Dear Farmer
A Documentary about growing good food



Books &
Pod  

From the small country town of
Abbotsford to the skyscrapers
of New York, this book shares
the hard-learned lessons and
captivating story of the start-up
that beat all the odds, Naked
Boxer Briefs, a Nasdaq publicly-
traded company that had A-list
celebrity endorsements, raised
over 17 million dollars, and sold
its product in department stores
around the world, including
Nordstrom and Bloomingdale’s.

Good Boy, Bad Boy
(WT) explores the
duality of good and
bad, and the struggle
that results when
external cues conflict
with internal feelings
and desires. 

Unbound and uncensored conversations about
people, places, pursuits and performances. 

coming soon
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Adventure.
Stories. 

Culture.
Health.

Current
Events. 









Contact. 
jelp@joelprimus.com

IMDB https://www.imdb.com/name/nm13880127/
www.joelprimus.com 

www.raisingglobalcitizens.com
www.findingnowhereshow.com 


